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ABSTRACT

Vowel deletion is widely reported in monosyllabic verb+noun construction in Yorùbá language, particularly in cases where vowels are juxtaposed in a CV# VCV structure. The only exception to the deletion process is found in the greeting verb /kù/ that permits assimilation rather than deletion. This paper examines the exceptional behaviour from a dialectological perspective by looking at one of the Yorùbá dialects of the North –East dialect group. Findings in the paper suggest that the verb/kù/ is a shortened form of a longer form, the reduced form appears to undergo a process of assimilation as against the deletion process permitted by the longer form.
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INTRODUCTION

Yorùbá language scholars have revealed that vowel deletion is one of the robust phonological processes in monosyllabic verb+noun construction of CV#VCV structure in the Yorùbá language. Ample data and in-depth analyses have been presented on the subject by scholars that include Bamgbose(1965,1989), Oyelaran(1972), Awoyale(1985), Badejo(1986), Pulleyblank (1988), Ola (1991), Pulleyblank and Orìe (2002), Yusuff (2005), Abiodun(2005) among many others. The unresolved issue as far as the operation of the process is concerned is the inability to explain or posit rule (or rules) that guide the operation of the process. It has remained difficult to explain what determines which vowel to delete in a …V₁#V₂… structure. There are examples that permit the deletion of V₁ as in

(1) gbé owó → gbówó  ‘steal/carry money’
   ro érò → rërò  ‘think’
   san èsàn → sèsàn  ‘pay back’
   gba èkò → gbèkò  ‘receive knowledge’

There are other forms where V₂ is deleted.

(2) dá órán → daràn  ‘be in trouble, commit offence’
   ro ejó → rojó  ‘state /explain a case’
   ta òjà → tajà  ‘sell goods’
   lọ ṣàta → lọta  ‘grind pepper’

Awobuluyi’s (1992:5) observation appears to remain true even today. He says

   “in contemporary standard Yorùbá, this phonological
   Phenomenon operates in an unpredictable manner.”
Despite the inexplicable mode of operation, all monosyllabic verbs in the language, with the exception of /kú/ apparently induce deletion when they enter into a grammatical construction involving a noun that begins with a vowel. Rather than induce deletion, /kú/ permits assimilation, another very robust phonological process in the language.

The present paper offers an explanation that appears to resolve the strange behaviour of /kú/ among all the monosyllabic verbs in the language by presenting an analysis from a dialectological perspective. The paper focuses on Yàgbà dialect, one of the regional dialects that belong to the North-East Yorùbá group,(Akinkugbe 1978, Oyelaran 1976, Awobuluyi 1989, Adeniyi 2005).

This paper argues that the verb /kú/ has a longer form, which appears to be an older form, and which permits deletion rather than assimilation in some regional dialects of the language. The reduced form, /kú/, which is found in the standard dialect, and in many of the regional dialects permits assimilation rather than deletion. As contained in Abiodun (2010), a case of monosyllabic verbs permitting assimilation rather than deletion is not limited to /kú/, it is found in other structures where monosyllabic verbs collocate with lexical items that have undergone lexical reduction or deletion of a syllable, e.g.

- gò́ pùpò
- gò́ úpò
- gò́ ópò
- dùn pùpò
- dùn úpò
- dùn únpò

‘very stupid’

This paper is divided into five sections. Section one is the introduction where we explain the focus of the paper, section two explains briefly variation in the manifestation of assimilation and deletion across the dialects of Yorùbá. Section three focuses on the behaviour of / kú / in the standard dialect and in the Yàgbà dialect. Section four is a general discussion explaining the apparent reason why / kú / permits assimilation in the standard dialect. Section five describes unresolved issue as far as assimilation in the language is concerned and section six concludes the paper.

Assimilation and Deletion in Yoruba

Yorùbá language scholars have demonstrated the robust operation of assimilation and deletion in the Yoruba language. Bamgbose(1965,1989), Oyelaran(1972) Awobuluyi (1982) Awoyale(1985), Pulleyblank and Orie (2002), Abiodun(2000), and a great number of scholars have discussed very extensively the manifestation of assimilation, while others that include the scholars mentioned already and others like Badejo(1986), Abiodun (2005) have described deletion. These processes occur mostly when two vowels are juxtaposed across morpheme or word boundary. Some structures permit deletion while some permit assimilation, (Awoyale 1986). These processes also occur when vowels become juxtaposed as a result of consonant deletion in a lexical item or across a morpheme or word boundary (Abiodun2010).

One very important point that we wish to draw attention to here is that there is variation in the operation of these processes across the dialects of Yorùbá. This is not unexpected because language scholars, among them Rickford(2002), Syal and Jindal (2007) and McGregor(2009), have demonstrated that dialects of a language often exhibit variation at the lexical, phonological and grammatical levels. Yorùbá language scholars that include Akinkugbe(1978), Adetubgbọ (1967), Awobuluyi(1992,1998 ) and Olumuyiwa (1997) have demonstrated variation in the lexical, phonological and grammatical structures of Yorùbá.
For the purpose of this research, we present few examples of variation in the areas of assimilation and deletion. Oyebade (1995) shows that in the standard dialect of Yoruba, the underlying forms in below undergo both assimilation and deletion processes as shown below.

(3)  
\[ \text{oító} \rightarrow \text{óító} \rightarrow \text{ódó} \]  
\[ \text{erúrú} \rightarrow \text{érú} \rightarrow \text{éérú} \]  
\[ \text{édídú} \rightarrow \text{éídú} \rightarrow \text{éédú} \]  
\[ \text{érírí} \rightarrow \text{éírí} \rightarrow \text{éérí} \]  
\[ \text{áírò} \rightarrow \text{áíró} \rightarrow \text{áááró} \]  

However, Olatunde (2009) and Oladeji (2014) demonstrate that the items do not undergo any phonological process in Yàgbà, Owé and Ìjùmú dialects. Olañewaju (2016) also shows that the items do no undergo either assimilation or deletion in Ìgbóminà dialect.

Another area of difference is in the deletion of /i/. A large number of works report that /i/ is almost always deleted when it is juxtaposed with another vowel across word or morpheme boundary in the standard dialect of Yorùbá, (Bamgbose 1965, Badejo 1986, and Pulleyblank1988). However, in some examples where this vowel /i/ gets deleted in the standard Yorùbá, the vowel survives in Òkitì and Ìpòbà dialects, e.g.

(4)  
\[ \text{gbé} \rightarrow \text{gbégi} \]  
\[ \text{ra} \rightarrow \text{rayò} \]  
\[ \text{jí} \rightarrow \text{jówò} \]  
\[ \text{ki} \rightarrow \text{kólyè} \]  
\[ \text{ší} \rightarrow \text{šápò} \]  

Another piece of data that show variation is the assimilation process reported in bisyllabic verb and noun construction in the standard dialect (Pulleyblank and Orie 2002). These scholars provide the following examples, (p 103).

(5)  
\[ \text{gbágbé ůmò} \rightarrow \text{gbágbọmọ} \]  
\[ \text{jéwò ėsé} \rightarrow \text{jéwéčé} \]  
\[ \text{parí ĕkò} \rightarrow \text{paréčkò} \]  
\[ \text{jádé opò} \rightarrow \text{jáadoıpò} \]  
\[ \text{tórò owó} \rightarrow \text{tórọwọ} \]  
\[ \text{bèèrè ñùà} \rightarrow \text{bèèrọ̀ñà} \]  

Whereas these items undergo assimilation process in the standard dialect, Ilesanmi(2011) reports that the items do not undergo assimilation or deletion in the Òkitì and Ìpòbà dialects of Yorùbá. Òwojaiye (2012) and Olatunde (2016), however, report that in bisyllabic verb+noun construction as in (5) above, vowels undergo assimilation across morpheme boundary in fast speech, but do not undergo any process in slow speech in the Owé, Yàgbà and Ìjùmú dialects. Consider the following examples from taken from Olatunde (2016)

(6)  
\[ \text{parí ėyòn} \rightarrow \text{paréyàn} \]  
\[ \text{sanwò ašò} \rightarrow \text{sanwàsò} \]  
\[ \text{gbágbé ůmò} \rightarrow \text{gbágbọmọ} \]  
\[ \text{bèèrè ājò} \rightarrow \text{bèrọ̀jò} \]  
\[ \text{tórò eyò} \rightarrow \text{tórọ̀yò} \]  

As could be seen from the discussion in this section, Yorùbá dialects exhibit variation at the phonological level, particularly in relation to deletion and assimilation. The variation, as would be seen later in this paper, is relevant to the findings in this paper.
The Greeting Verb / kú /

This verb is very prominent in Yorùbá greeting forms. Abiodun(2006) in his classification of the Yorùbá greeting forms recognizes the / kú / form as the most prominent of the greeting forms. He says that “one hears it every day, everywhere and every time” (p 5). As already mentioned above, / kú / is the only monosyllabic verb that permits assimilation in a verb + noun construction, other verbs permit deletion. Awoyale(1985:5) remarks to the effect that

The behaviour of the greeting verb kú is inexplicable.
It is the only mono-syllabic verb that does not induce elision at this boundary(V1#V2 in a verb + noun construction).

To support the claim that it does not induce elision but assimilation, we present the examples in (7) below:

(7)  
kú iṣẹ → kúusẹ 'greeting at work'
kú iroṣẹ → kúuọṣẹ 'good evening'
kú idájí → kúuđájí 'good morning'
kú iṣọjú → kúuọjú 'greeting for taking good care'
kú ikalẹ → kúukalẹ 'good evening'
kú ijọkó → kúuọjọkọ 'greeting when at rest'
kú irọjú → kúuọjú 'greeting when mourning'
kú alẹ → kàalẹ 'good evening'
kú aárá → kááará 'good morning'
kú ábọ → kàábọ 'welcome'
kú atíjọ → kàátijọ 'long time'
kú àléjọ → kàálejọ 'greeting when receiving a guest'

We observe a progressive assimilation in cases where the vowel of the noun is /i/ but regressive assimilation in cases where the noun begins with vowel other than /i/. Scholars have claimed that in a construction that permit assimilation, vowel /i/ invariably assimilates the feature of any vowel after it. (Awobuluyi 1982, 1992). Similarly /u/ assimilates the feature of any vowel after it.

There is a paradox as far as the assimilation described in this section is concerned. Our research shows that in the standard dialect the verb fails to induce assimilation (or deletion) where vowels other than /i/ and /a/ occur in the initial position of the following noun. This observation is captured in the data below:

(8)  
kú erè → kú erè 'greeting at play'
kú ebi → kú ebi 'greeting to mark hunger'
kú ewu → kú ọwọ 'congratulations'
kú oye → kú oyẹ 'greeting during harmattan'
kú ọgbẹlẹ → kú ọgbẹlẹ 'greeting during dry season'
kú orọ → kú orọ 'greeting during trouble'
kú ọjọ → kú ọjọ 'greeting when it is raining'
kú otútú → kú otútú 'greeting when it is cold'
kú ọde → kú ọde 'welcome'
kú orire → kú orirẹ 'congratulation'
kú odó → kú odọ 'greeting at river side'
kú òwà → kú òwà 'greeting during hairdressing'
kú ègbìn → kú ègbìn 'greeting when one is insulted'

One wonders why the examples in (8) fail to undergo assimilation. When one compares the examples in (8) with the examples in (7) above, one gains the impression that / kú / permits
assimilation only when the following vowel is either /i/ or /a/. The case of /i/ may be argued on the ground that the vowel (/i/) in the Yoruba language behaves unpredictably. This explains Pulleyblank’s (1988:233) remark in relation to the vowel in Yorùbá that

“Vowel /i/ in this language is singled out either as the only vowel that undergo certain rules or as the only vowel that does not”

The case of /a/ deserves attention; there is need to investigate whether /a/ behaves like /i/ in other constructions or whether the case of assimilation of /a/ in (7) is accidental. More will be said on this in section 6 of this work.

While it is true that assimilation does not occur in example (8) going by available data in the standard dialect, we found, however, that the examples undergo assimilation in Èkitì, Mòbà and Ìjèṣà dialects of Yorùbá. This further confirms the issue of variation in the deletion and assimilation process in the dialects of Yorùbá.

The Greeting Verbs in Yàgbà Dialect

Yàgbà (Ìyàgbà) is one of the dialects in the North-East Yorùbá. Other dialects in the group are Owè, Ìjùmù, Bùnú and Òwòró (Akinkugbe 1978, Adetugbọ 1967, Awobuluyi 1998, Adeniyi 2005). The North-East Yorùbá is spoken in Kogi State of Nigeria, speakers of the dialects in the dialect group call themselves “OkunYorùbá”.

Yàgbà, the dialect in focus in this paper is spoken in Ègbè, Odó-Èrī, Èkè-Èrī, Isàn lù, Ayètorò-Gbèdè, Mòpà, Ògbè, Ògà, Àlù, Èfè-Ólùkòtùn and a few other communities. In this dialect, the greeting verb alternates between /kùrì/ and /kù/. We found that our language informants who are between seventy and eighty years of age used /kùrì/ consistently. They frowned at the use of /kù/ found in the speech of the younger generation, arguing that the use is a bastardization of the dialect. The younger generation between the age of twenty and sixty who have lived outside Yàgbà land for a while, use /kùrì/ when greeting older people, but use /kù/ when relating with their contemporaries. The speech form of the elderly people that manifest /kùrì/ is the focus of the research.

We present data from Yàgbà below:

(9) a. kùrì ikèrèsi → kùrikèrèsi ‘greeting at Christmas’
kùrì isallah → kùrisallah ‘greeting at Muslim festivals’
kùrì imarket → kùrimákèti ‘greeting during buying and selling’
kùrì imeeting → kùrimìtìni ‘greeting during or after meeting’

b. kùrì isè → kùrisè ‘greeting at work’
kùrì itọjú → kùritọjú ‘greeting for taking good care’
kùrì irójù → kùrirójù ‘greeting when mourning’
kùrì igbádùn → kùrigbáladùn ‘greeting during menstruation’
kùrì ijó → kùrijó ‘greeting for dancing well’

c. kùrì àbò → kùràbò ‘welcome’
kùrì àlejó → kùràlejó ‘greeting when receiving a guest’
kùrì alé → kùralé ‘good evening’
kùrì ọgbèlè → kùrọgbèlè ‘greeting during dry season’
kùrì oyè → kùrọyè ‘greeting during harmattan’
kùrì ejí → kùrejí ‘greeting when it is raining’
kùrì ewú → kùrewú ‘greeting for escaping disaster’
Terms in (9a) contain borrowed words with a prosodic vowel /i/, those in (9b) are nouns that begin with /i/, while those in (9c) begin with vowels other than /i/. A regular pattern is the deletion of /i/ that ends the greeting verb. The deletion process is captured in the rule:

\[
(10) \quad + \text{ syll} + \text{ high} \rightarrow \emptyset \quad \# \quad [+ \text{ syll}]
\]

The rule predicts that /i/ is invariably deleted when it precedes another vowel across a word boundary.

**General Discussion**

Our focus in this paper, to remind the readers, is to explain the inexplicable behaviour of /kú/ among other monosyllabic verbs in the Yorùbá language. Whereas other monosyllabic verbs induce deletion, /kú/ induces assimilation. The presentation so far shows that the greeting verb has two forms in Yorùbá. The form /kúri/ found in Ìgbá and the shorter form /kú/ found in standard dialect and some of the regional dialects of the language.

In our opinion, the behaviour of /kú/ in the standard dialect is as a result of its historical derivation. The form is derived from a longer form /kúrị/, which is found in Ìgbá dialect. Lexical reduction through the deletion of a segment or a syllable is common in language, and Yorùbá is not an exception. Scholars have illustrated this with the following examples,

(11a)  kúrọ → kúọ ‘give way’
      dúrọ → dúọ ‘wait/stand’
      tịrọ → tịọ ‘yours’
      dárá → dáà ‘good’
      ĕřèkọ → ĕëkọ ‘cheek’

b.  Òútọ → Òítọ → Òótọ ‘truth’
    erúrù → ọirù → ẹérù ‘ashes’
    èdídù → èdíù → èèdù ‘charcoal’
    èrìrọ → èèrọ → èèrọ ‘dirt’
    ọrìrọ → ọirọ → ọàrọ ‘tripod stand’

c.  gọ̀ pùpọ̀ → gọ̀ ñpọ̀ → gọ̀ ñpọ̀ very stupid
    dún pùpọ̀ → dún ηpọ̀ → dúnùpọ̀ very sweet
    ga pùpọ̀ → gaùpọ̀ → gaàpọ̀ very tall

d.  gbé sì ibè → gbéibẹ → gbéebẹ put it there
    da sì ile → da ile → daàië free it
    kọ sì ita → koita → koùta put (them) outside

We notice the deletion of /t/ in (11a) resulting in the reduction of the items, we notice also the deletion of the first constant in each of the items in (11b). In (11c) the initial consonant of the word after the verb is deleted, and in (11d), a whole syllable is deleted. We notice tone realignment in 11c, d, but this will not be discussed because it is not relevant to the deletion/and assimilation processes in focus in this paper. The very important point we wish to draw
attention to is the assimilation process that follows the deletion in (11b,c,d). It appears, based on the examples above that in the case of /kú/ , a whole syllable was deleted reducing the form to /kú/, and like the examples assimilation follows as shown below:

(12) kúri → kú iri → kú iri → kú iri

The point being made is that whereas Yàgbà retains the longer form of the greeting verb and permits deletion, the standard dialect and many other dialects of the language retain the reduced form, and rather than deletion, assimilation is manifested. We wish to remind our readers once again that phonological variation is found across the dialects of Yorùbá.

Unresolved Issue

We pointed out in section 3 that in the standard dialect and some regional dialects of Yorùbá, assimilation fails to apply in cases where the noun that follows /kú/ begins with any of the mid-vowel /o e ọ/. We pointed out, however, that assimilation applies in Mòbà, Èkiti and Ìjësà dialects. This further points to the issue of variation, across Yorùbá dialects.

It is important to draw attention to the examples in (11d) where assimilation occurs after deletion of a syllable,

(11d) gbe si ibe → gbeibe → gbeibe
das iile → das ilie → dasile

Examples like this were used to explain assimilation in the case of /ku/ following the deletion of a syllable. However, just as assimilation fails to apply when a mid-vowel follows /kú/ in the standard dialect, assimilation also fails to apply when the verb in (11d) is followed by a noun that begins with a mid-vowel after the deletion of /sil/. e.g

(13) gbesi okè → gbeokè *gbeoke/gbookè
da a si odò → da a odò *daadò/daaodò
do si apò → ko apò *koopo/kapò
mu si apò → mu apò *maapò/muuapò
so o si òwọn → so o òwọn *sooowon/seewon

The question that agitates the mind is why assimilation fails when the vowel of the noun after the verb is a mid-vowel both in the case of /ku/ and the verbs in (13). Even the verb has vowel /i/ the process does not occur as shown in (14) below.

(14) ti si odo → ti iodo *tiido/toodo
si si oke → siokè *siikè/sookè
fi si ònu → fi enu *fiínu/fênu

The non-application of assimilation in (13) and (14) above deserves a thorough investigating that is beyond the present paper. Further research, the authors believe, would help us in getting a clearer understanding as to why the mid-vowels fail to undergo assimilation.

CONCLUSION

We have tried in this paper to explain the apparent strange behaviour of /kú/ in Yorùbá. We argue that the verb is a reduced form of an older form (/kúri/) found in Yàgbà dialect. Since lexical reduction is more common in languages than lexical extension, we refrained from positing /kú/ as the older form. The paper further argues that the assimilation process is as a result of its reduced form. The paper anchors this position on available evidence in the
Yoruba language that assimilation occurs in other cases where lexical reduction or syllable deletion occurs. It is important to remark that there is an issue that deserves further investigation in the assimilation process involving /kù/. The verb fails to induce deletion where the following vowel that follows the verb is a mid-vowel. There is need to find out why only the high and the low vowels /i, a/ undergo assimilation.
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